On the relationship between mouth opening and "broken mirror neurons" in autistic individuals.
Electromyographies of the mylohyoid muscle (MH) during the execution of the goal-oriented action "grasping to eat" have been used to determine the time relationship between the opening of the mouth and the beginning of the movement. This has been used to distinguish the behaviour of typical developing (TD) children from that of highly functioning autistic (ASD) individuals. The results of previous studies appeared to provide evidence of a deficit in action chain organization in ASD subjects and prompted the hypothesis of a "broken" mirror neuron system (MNS) for these individuals. Our results show the MH activation timing is not reliable in discriminating between TD and ASD children and the distance between the food and the subject plays a key role on the MH activation timing and cannot be neglected when analysing these type of data. The preliminary investigation on the effects of external perturbations also shows that these might have an effect on the results and further investigations are warranted. It appears that there is not enough evidence to support a link between ASD and a broken mirror network system (MNS), and the experimental results must be carefully interpreted before developing therapeutic or rehabilitative protocols.